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ABSTRACT

This research explored the perception of the students towards the role of practitioner-tutors in the learning process of the 
Design Studio courses. Practitioner-tutors were commonly employed in the learning process at university and generally 
provided a collaborative contribution for the teaching team of lecturers or persons in charge of the design studios. The 
research utilized the quantitative method with surveys and was analyzed using the descriptive statistics method. The objects 
of the research were twenty practitioner-tutors in four design studios, and the respondents were a hundred students from 
various years of study. The research variables of the roles of practitioner-tutors included learning goal orientation, feedback 
seeking, help-seeking, and behavior learning engagement. In conclusion, the research shows that students perceive the role of 
the practitioner-tutors in the four dimensions as quite good, with the highest merits being, in consecutive order, learning goal 
orientation and feedback seeking. Meanwhile, help-seeking and behavior learning engagement variables both are placed 
last with the same value. The benefit of this research is applied to the design studio course manager, and tutors for the better 
process of tutoring in a design studio course and giving the foundation for further similar research. 
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INTRODUCTION

The design studio course has become crucial in the 
learning process to create responsible graduates with good 
creativity and competence, especially in the design program 
(Demirkan & Afacan, 2012; Williams, Ostwald, & Haugen, 
2010). The design studio course is generally considered as the 
main core in a systematic learning process. In all architecture 
study around the world, this process is seen as an integrated 
learning process (Al-Hagla, 2012). The arrangement of 
studio design classes needs a managerial system and creative 
process (Demirkan & Afacan, 2012).

In this new paradigm, student-centered learning has 
been widely applied (Kyoungjin & Davies, 2014; Zairul, 
2018). The same thing can be seen in the learning process 
in studios, which applies the method through case-based 
learning (Cifuentes et al., 2009), problem-based learning and 
project-based learning (Widowati, Sawitri, & Krisnawati, 
2015) and blended learning (Francis & Shannon, 2013). In 
fact, design studios often use a blended learning method to 
encourage students to adopt a greater role in the process.

One of the ways to support such learning process 
comes in the form of tutors to aid the studio masters (Zairul, 
2018). The chosen tutors are sometimes students who double 
as studio master assistants, as well as practitioners who also 
work as tutors. In the context of this research, practitioner-

tutors are used as the main topic to be studied because, 
in addition to supporting the active process of student-
centered learning, they also fit the vision and mission of the 
entrepreneurial mindset-based program of the university. The 
inclusion of real design projects to be completed in design 
studios purposely calls for the presence of these practitioner-
tutors to aid studio masters in creating a learning atmosphere 
that resembles the real condition in the field.

In line with the research by Christina, Purwoko, 
and Kusumowidagdo (2015), the role of practitioners and 
learning opportunity from assistant-lecturers who double as 
practitioners come in the form of learning goal orientation, 
feedback seeking, help-seeking, and behavior learning 
engagement. This research is quantitative research, and it is 
correlated towards students’ competence in the context of 
entrepreneurship education. These variables are used in the 
research to study the perception of the students towards all 
four of them.

The first variable is the learning goal orientation. The 
variable of students’ learning goal orientation is influenced 
by their personal evaluation. It is found that learning goal 
orientation affects the motivation of the students (Corker 
& Donnellan, 2012) and their performance in groups if the 
project is a collaborative effort (Kleingeld, Van Mierlo, & 
Arends, 2011). There is a positive relationship between 
learning goals orientation and students’ self-regulation 
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